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In [3] Golomb describes, for 1 < p < a, the H’,‘(R)-extremal extension 
F* of a function f:E + R (i.e., the H’rP-spline with knots in E) and studies the 
cone H$i of all such splines. We study the problem of determining when F* is in 
W’J’ sz H’zf’ n L”. If F* E W 7,n, then F* is called a W’,n-spline, and we denote by 
W!$ the cone of all such splines. If E is quasiuniform, then F* E w’sp if and 
only if {fkNt.EE E I*. The cone Wzi with E quasiuniform is shown to be homeo- 
morphic to Ip.‘Similarly, H$i is homeomorphic to hrlP. Approximation properties 
of the W’fn-splines are studied and error bounds in terms of the mesh size 1 E ; 
are calculated. Restricting ourselves to the case p = 2 and to quasiuniform 
partitions E, the second integral relation is proved and better error bounds in 
terms of 1 E i are derived. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We denote by HT,P(R) EE HT.“, 1 <p < 03 and r = 1, 2,..., the set of 
functions which have an absolutely continuous (r - 1)th derivative and 
whose rth derivative is in Lp(R) = Lp. Let E be a set of real numbers and 
f a mapping of E into the set of reals, R. Golomb [3] gives necessary and 
sufficient conditions for 
(1.1) 
to exist. This problem can be separated into two. In the first place, one must 
decide whether the set over which x ranges is nonvoid, and secondly, if it 
is, it must be decided whether the resulting Lp minimization problem has a 
solution. Solutions to (1.1) are called extremal HT*p-extensions off. If E is a 
finite set consisting of more than r - 1 points, then f: E -+ R has a unique 
extremal H’s*-extension F, which we call the H’s”-spline interpolating f on 
E. Golomb obtains necessary and sufficient conditions for (1.1) to exist in 
terms of the H’,P-splines. 
* Most of the work for this paper was done at Purdue University, West Lafayette, 
Indiana, as a Ph.D. thesis directed by M. Golomb. The author wishes to thank Professor 
Golomb for his kind assistance. Part of this work was supported by N.S.F. 
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THEOREM I .l (Golomb). SUPPOX {r, , t, . . . . I is u dense subset qf’ E, 
e, = it1 ,..., t,,}, and F, is the H’,I’-, spline that intrrpolatesf’on e,, . /f:f? E -+ R 
is continuous, then f has an extremal H T,“-extension if and only if’ the sequence 
is bounded. 
In this paper we will be interested in an extremal problem similar tb 
(1 .l). Let W’s”’ = Hr,n n Lp, so that W r,~~ is the usual Sobolev space of 
real-valued functions. Since 1 <p < co, it is easy to see that WV,” is dense 
in HT.” when H’s0 is supplied with the (uniformly rotund) norm 
Wr,n is a uniformly rotund Banach space when supplied with the norm 
il x II wr,P = Ii x llLp + 11 Drx $~p. We call x* an extremal WT.“-extension of 
f: E+Rif 
(1.3) 
is attained at x = x* . We will, from time to time, use the term WT.“-spline 
instead of “extremal WT,“-extension.” Necessary and sufficient conditions 
will be given for (1.3) to exist. 
The set W;i of solutions to (1.3) is studied and various topological 
properties are derived. In particular it is shown that if E is quasiuniform then 
W>i is homeomorphic to I”, closed, and nowhere dense in WT*P. Approxima- 
tion properties of the W T.“-splines are discussed in both the Lp and L” norms. 
Interpolation space theory yields results in Lg for p < q < co. When spe- 
cializing to the Hilbert space case we find that for quasiuniform meshes the 
second integral relation holds and hence we can improve our error estimates 
for smooth functions in the usual manner. Again, interpolation space theory 
allows us to derive new error bounds for functions in the Besov spaces. 
2. EXISTENCE AND CHARACTERIZATION 
In order to simplify the statements of theorems and proofs we will hence- 
forth assume that all the functions f: E + R have a continuous extension 
to R. In particular this means that we may assume E is closed. We now 
indicate the relationship between the W r,p and H’s”-extremal extension 
problem. 
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LEMMA 2.1. Suppose f: E + R. If F, is an extremal WT,p-extension off 
then F, is an extremal HT.p-extension of$ 
Proof. We set Vrr = {D’F: FE W’sp and F lE = f}. Clearly V/ is a flat 
in Lp and by hypothesis DTF, E V/ is the element of smallest Lp norm in 
Vfr. It follows from [8, p. 181, that 
s 
(I DrFF, ID-l sgn DrFF,) D’G = 0 (2.1) 
R 
for all G E W’*p which vanish on E. If we restrict our attention to functions 
G which are infinitely differentiable with compact support we conclude (in 
a completely analogous manner to that of [3, Theorem 4.2a]): 
(i) 1 DrFF, lp-l sgn DTF, E CT(R\E), 
(ii) D’(i DTF*(t)l”-l sgn D’F,(t)) = 0, t E R\E, 
(iii) DrF*(t) = 0 for t < inf E and t > sup E, 
(iv) D”(i DTF, 1 p l sgn DrFF,) exists and is continuous for 
t E R\E’ where E’ is the set of limit points of E and 
k = 0, I,..., r -- 2. (2.2) 
In Section 5 of [3] it is shown that these conditions characterize all solutions 
of the Hr*n-extremal problem, the solution being unique if the cardinality 
of E is greater than or equal to r. Thus, it follows that F, is a solution to 
the HTsP-extremal extension problem and this completes the proof. 
It is easy to see that the H’s”- extremal extension problem has a solution if 
and only if the set {x: x IE =I f and x E H’,P} is not empty. The situation for 
the WT.p-extremal extension problem is not so simple. The set {x: x jE = f 
and x E WV%“} may well be nonempty and still (1.3) may have no solution. To 
illustrate this fact we develop the following necessary condition for a solution 
to (1.3). 
COROLLARY 2.1. Suppose F, is an extremal WT,n-extension off: E + R, 
then 
SUPP F, C W3, (2.3) 
where co(E) denotes the convex hull of E. 
This is an obvious consequence of (2.2 iii). In particular for finite point sets 
E = {tl ,..., t,} andf: E - R, iff(tJ # 0 for i == I,..., n then there are many 
WTsp-extensions off but no WTpP-extremal extension. 
We now come to a Wr,p analog of Theorem 1.1. 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose f: E ---t R, {t, , tz ,... } is a dense subset of E, and 
E;, is the Hr~~-spline which interpolates f on e, = {tl ,..., t,}. Then f has an 
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extremal Wr*n-exteflsion $ and only {f there exist intercals I,, so that 
III C I,t,.l , uyzl I,& = R. and 
Proof. Suppose,f has an extremal WT.“-extension F, . Lemma 2.1 implies 
that F, is also an exttemal H ‘,P-extension of,f. Theorem 1 .l then tells us that 
Furthermore in [3, Theorem 2.21, we find that F,L converges to F, in the 
normed space HT.“. Since convergence in H r,y implies uniform convergence 
on compact sets, there is an integer Nk so that for all n 2 Nk 
k = 0, l,... . (2.6) 
We may assume that the sequence {Nk} is strictly increasing. If we set 
1, = i-k, kl, N,< 2-1 n < N,c+l , (2.7) 
we see that I, C I,+1 and u,“;;, I, = R. Now (2.5) and (2.6) imply (2.4) with 
the Z, chosen as in (2.7). 
Conversely, if (2.4) holds then we set 
By (2.4), {G,) is a bounded sequence in H r,p Since Hr*n is reflexive, a subse- . 
quence, say {Gns}, converges weakly to G, . Now G* IE =f because point 
evaluations are in (Hr.“)*, the continuous dual of HT*P. Thus, G, is an 
H’s”-extension off, and it follows that f has an extremal Hr*P-extension 
F, . As before, Theorem 2.2 of [3] implies that F, converges locally uniformly 
to F,. Consider the sequence {XI- . Fn}zz=, of L” functions. By (2.4) this 
sequence is bounded in Lp and hence a subsequence converges weakly to 
(say) B, E Lp. Since F, converges locally uniformly to F, we must have 
B, = F, (a.e.). Thus, F, E Ln and since F, E HT*P also then F, E WTvp. 
Clearly, F, is the extremal WT.“-extension off and this completes the proof. 
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3. SPECIAL CASES 
In this section we consider extending functions f: E -* R to W’sn, where 
co(E) = R and E = {I~}:=-~ , ti < t++r for i = 0, *I, &2 ,... . Particularly, 
we will be interested in necessary and sufficient conditions for the extremal 
W’s”-extension to exist. To this end we set 
and 
A T,B = {g E w*qo, 11: g(0) = 1 
D’(l Drg(t)lp-l sgn Drg(t)) = 0 for t E [0, I]}. (3.1) 
If F, is an Hr’n-spline with no knots in (0, 1) and F,(O) = I, there is a 
g* EJ4M so that Fi I[,,1l = g* . We let 
rl T,P = gifjF, 1’ I g lP* 
* 0 
LEMMA 3.1. 7r,p > Ofor I <p < co andr = 1, 2,... . 
Proof. We let P, be the set of polynomials of degree r 
Clearly, g E A,,, if and only if 
(i) g(t) = Q(t) + J: J:’ ... J:” / P(T~)/~/(~-~) 
. sgn(P(r,.)) d7, ..* dT1, 
(ii) g(0) = 1, 
(iii) Q E P, and P E P, . 
(3.2) 
1 or less. 
(3.3) 
Now using the local compactness of P, and the continuous dependence of 
g on Q and P, Q(0) = 1, the result quickly follows. 
From Lemma 3.1 we obtain certain necessary conditions, in terms of the 
interpolation conditions and the mesh, that a WrsP-spline exist. 
COROLLARY 3.1. Let E = {ti}Tz-m , ti < ti+l , and let f map E into R. If 
an extremal WT*p-extension exists, then 
(9 f I f(W I ti - ti+l I < 00, i--cc 
(3.4) 
(ii) f I f(t&” / ti-1 - ti j < Co. 
i=-m 
fti” j F,(t)ll’ dt =: 1” j F.JT[~~+~ -- ti] -~ tj)l”(tf+l - ti) dT 
“f, - ,t 
::- yT,,, F*(ti)jP(tiil - tf). (3.5) 
The last inequality follows from (2.2 ii) and the definition of T~,~, . Since 
yr,p is positive by Lemma 3. I and F, E L”, we may sum the end terms of 
(3.5) over i to obtain 
~0 ) (%‘A J R I F, :(t>l” 
/ ti.,.l - ti /. (3.6) 
This implies (3.4 i) and (3.4 ii) follows in a similar manner. 
Let us review the definition of the extremal IV,“-extension in order to 
point out a sufficient condition for a solution to exist. We are given an 
f: E + R and if we set V, = {x E WY,“: x jE = f> then (1.3) becomes 
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Pro@ We let F, be the extremal Wr,fl-extension ofJ1 For each interval 
(fi , ti+l) we have 
/ D’x lp. (3.7) 
We define Vfr = {D’x: x E V,}, so that Vfv is a flat in Lp, and the solution 
F* to (3.7) if it exists, has an rth derivative which is the best approximant 
to 0 (the zero element in LP) from V,?. Thus F, exists if 
(3.8) 
is attained. Lp is uniformly rotund so that (3.8) has a (unique) solution if 
Vfv is closed. Assuming that VfT is not empty, it is easy to see that VfT is 
closed if and only if V,,T = {DTx: x E Wr*p and x jE = 0} is closed. It follows 
that one way to prove the existence of extremal WT*p-extensions is to show 
(9 Vf f M, 
(ii) V,,T is closed in Ln. (3.9) 
We now further specialize our partition E. The set E = {ti}Tcem is called 
quasiuniform if there are two strictly positive numbers 6, and 6, so that 
6 1 < (&+I - tt> G 6, 9 i = 0, I-1, f2 ,... . (3.10) 
LEMMA 3.2. If E = {ti}yZ-m is quasiunz~orm, then VoT is closed in Lp. 
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Proof. Suppose { g,}z=r C V,,T and g, converges to g in L”. Since g, E V,T, 
there are G, E Wr,p so that G, IE = 0 and D’G, = g, . Clearly G, converges 
in HT,p to G where (due to the local uniform convergence) 
(i> G lE = 0, 
(ii) D’G = g. (3.11) 
Thus, all we need to show is that G is in Lp. Let 6, and 6, be the constants 
of quasiuniformity for E as in (3.10). Using Rolle’s theorem repeatedly one 
can see that there are quasiuniform sequences {u~“}~?-~ , k = 0, l,..., r - 1, 
satisfying 
(i) D”G(zQ) = 0, j = 0, &I, f2 ,...; k = 0, I,..., r - I, 
(ii) 6, < u! Ii-1 - 2.q < 3”+16,, j = 0, fl, f2,...; 
We define inductively a 
bY 
(i) [t], = {ujo: ui 
k = 0, I,..., r - 1. (3.12) 
function similar to the greatest integer function [.I 
(3.13) 
(ii) [tlk = (2~~“: ujk < [tlkP1 < z$+,}, k = l,..., Y - 1. 
It is easy to see that 
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Using (3.12) and (3.13) we note that 
It follows that 
(3.17) 
The constant ((6,/6,)((3’+1 - 3)/2))2 in the last inequality results from the 
fact that we are integrating over possibly overlapping intervals. By (3.16) 
we may take 
(3.18) 
Since g E Lp we have G E L” also. Therefore, V,’ is closed since { g,}z==, was 
an arbitrary Cauchy sequence. As a corollary we observe 
COROLLARY 3.2. If EC R contains a quasiuniform sequence then Vor is 
closed. 
From Corollary 3.2 we draw the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 3.3, Suppose J’: E + R, with E containing a quasiunifbrm 
sequence. Then f has a W’s P-extension if and only if it has an extremal WT. I’- 
extension. 
Proof. If f’ has a WV*“-extension then Corollary 3.2 implies that (3.9) 
holds, and, hence, f has an extremal W r,p-extension. The converse is clear. 
We note that this corollary is in contradistinction to the case when E is 
finite and there are many WT.“- extensions and possibly no extremal exten- 
sions. 
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We are now in a position to prove one of the main results of this paper. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let E = {ti}i”,-m , ti+l > ti , be quasiuniform, 1 <p < CO, 
and f’ map E into R. There is an extremal W T*“-extension qf f tf and only if 
{f (tJ)Tc-z is in lp. 
Proqf. If there is an extremal W ‘*P-extension, Corollary 3.1 implies 
i I f (&)I p I ti+1 - ti I < a. 
i=--m 
(3.19) 
Since E is quasiuniform this means that {f(ti)}~Yee is in P. 
Conversely, suppose that {f (tJ},J?_a; E P and E is quasiuniform with 
0 < 6, < ti+l - ti < 6, . Let + be an infinitely differentiable real-valued 
function whose support is contained in (-6,/4, 6,/4), and set c$(O) = 1. It 
is then easy to verify that 
f f(tJ $h(t - tJ E w“*4 (3.20) 
i--m 
Since E is quasiuniform, Lemma 3.2 tells us that VoV is closed. Thus, (3.9) 
holds and the extremal WT’P-extension problem has a solution. 
We obtain from Theorem 3.1 a corollary which yields insight into the 
structure of Wrsy. 
COROLLARY 3.4. Zf FG W’,p and E = {ti}& is quasiuniform then 
{DJ’F(t,)J,“_-, E 1” for k = 0, I ,..., r - 1. 
Proof. Since FE W’sp and E is quasiuniform, Corollary 3.3 implies that 
F jE has an extremal W’.n-extension. Theorem 3.1 then tells us that 
{F(tJ),“_-, E P. Now DkFe WT-2,P for k = O,..., r - 1, and by applying the 
same argument we get {DkF(ti)}TS-, E lp. 
In closing this section we would like to point out that Theorem 3.1 tells 
us that we have an extremal extension (hence an extension) of a function 
under certain circumstances if it is in 19. Similar results for H’*P-extensions 
have been derived by Golomb [3], with the difference being that instead of 
requiring f to be in 1~ one requires that the rth divided difference off to be 
in It’. Jerome and Schumaker [5] and Schoenberg [6] treat the problem of 
determining whether a function x is in H T,p. They get necessary and sufficient 
conditions for x to be in H r,p in terms of rth divided differences of x being 
uniformly bounded in some weighted Ip spaces. 
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4. THE Wr.‘J-~~~~~~ OPERATORS 
Suppose EC R; we define 
(i) W$,” = {x E Wr’“: .Y is the extremal W”‘‘-extension of s iE:, 
(4.1) 
(ii) N;g = {x E H”,“: x is the extremal H”“‘-extension of x jE]. 
We will feel free to drop the superscripts (r, p) when no ambiguity results. 
The set Wti(HY$) is called the set of W’*n-splines (N’,“-splines) with knots 
in E. Throughout this section we retain the assumption that E is closed. 
The approximation map, T2p, assigns to a WY,” function x the WT.“- 
spline, T;“x, which is the extremal W r.D-extension of x IE (when such an 
extension exists). Again we will drop the superscripts (r, p) when possible. 
The approximation map, S2”, which maps Hr.” onto the set H*E is defined 
in a similar manner. 
If the cardinality of E is larger than or equal to r, then S>” is well defined. 
Conditions that make T1, well defined are stated in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4. I. The map T, is well dejned !f and only {f E contains a 
quasiuniform sequence. 
Proof. If E contains a quasiuniform sequence then Corollary 3.3 implies 
that TE is well defined. 
If co(E) = R and E does not contain a quasiuniform sequence, then 
without loss of generality we may assume that there are two sequences 
{LX,~}& , k = 1, 2, of real numbers satisfying 
(i) oljJcEE,j=O,l ,... ;k= l,2, 
(ii) ajl < q2, j = 0, l)..., 
(iii) E n (ajl, ajz) = O, ,j = 0, I,..., 
(4.2) 
(iv) (ai - ajl) ---f co as j-> co. 
There is a {rj>TzPG E IP so that the sum ET=, / yj iD(ajz - aj’) diverges. It is 
easy to see, following the construction of (3.20), that there is a function 
x E W’,n so that x(aj”) = yj for j = 0, I ,... . Corollary 3.1 then implies that 
x lE has no extremal W’s”-extension, and, hence, TE is not defined at x. 
Finally, if co(E) # R we may assume that inf(E) = f, > -GO. Clearly 
there is a y E W r,p so that y(t,) $= 0. Corollary 2.1 tells us that y can have no 
extremal WT.“-extension. This completes the proof of Theorem 4.1. 
THEOREM 4.2. Jf E contains a quasiunJform sequence the map T, is 
hemilinear, idempotent, continuous, and bounded. 
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Proof. We set V, = {x E WT,“: x IE = O}. Clearly V, is closed in W’*p 
and, by the assumption on E, V,,” is closed in Lp (Corollary 3.2). The map 
D’: V, -+ VOr (4.3) 
is continuous, linear, and onto. By the open mapping theorem D’ lyO has 
a continuous inverse which we denote by D-T. We set Py,, = P to be the 
(continuous) metric projection from Lp onto VOr. Thus we may write 
T, = I-D-‘opoD*, (4.4) 
where I is the identity map from W P*p to Wr,*. Theorem 4.2 follows by 
examining the right side of (4.4). 
For the map SE we have similarly the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.3. If E contains r or more points then S>p is hemilinear, 
idempotent, continuous, and bounded. 
This is a strengthening of Theorem 6.2 of [3] where Golomb proves that 
Se is slightly continuous. Theorem 4.3 is a special case of a more general 
result of Holmes [4]. 
We now assume that E = {ti>~z-m is a quasiuniform partition with 0 < 
sl < ti+l - ti < 6, for all integers i. For any sequence y = {yi}Fz-m WB 
define 
f,: E-R by .I&> == yi . (4.5) 
Let 1~ denote the Banach space of doubly infinite sequences y which have 
finite norm, I/ y llLP = (CyzPm 1 yi Ip)llp. Similarly, let hr,p be the space of 
sequences y for which the norm 
II Y II h”D = (c r I Yi ID + f If-@. y t ,.‘.Y tc+x)l’p (4.6) i=l i=-m 
is finite. The notation fy(ti ,..., ti+,) means the rth divided difference off, 
on the point set (ti ,..., ti++,}. From (3.20) we see that there is a linear injection 
IE : P -P W’,p defined by I&) = ~~c-mfY(ti) q5(t - ti). It is not hard to see 
that I, is continuous. We define a map, t;“, with domain 1~ by 
T,V - 
tE = T~‘o IE. 
The superscripts again may be dropped when no confusion arises. 
(4.7) 
THEOREM 4.4. The map tE is a homeomorphism which takes Cauchy 
sequences into Cauchy sequences between 1~ with its norm topology and W*E 
with its reiative WV,” norm topology. 
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Proof. The map tE is continuous because it is the composition of two 
continuous maps. 
In order to see that (fE)-l is continuous we first prove a result of indepen- 
dent interest. 
LEMMA 4.1. The Wrsp norm I x /:Lp + 1: D’x ;~Lp IS equrvalent to the norm 
where it is assumed that E = {ti}~z-m is quasiuniform. 
Proof. For any x E Wr*P we have 
3 /I f mdt) (,I0 0=-m 
r-1 D’ixo (t - ti)“)~~L’ k! 
-I m /I ic, x[t,,tit,,(t) Jt’ .‘. It+ 1 D’X(TJ dTr ... dTl ~ 1 2 L" 
= I, - I, . (4.9) 
Using the facts that norms are equivalent on finite dimensional spaces and 
E is quasiuniform, we find that there is a positive constant C depending 
only on E so that 
(4.10) 
By an argument similar to that in (3.15) we see that 
I, < Szr II D’x IILu . 
Therefore, 
(4.11) 
(1 + c + hT) II x IIW’.” 3 c 1 x IW’,’ . (4.12) 
Convergence in j * ( Wr,s in particular implies convergence in Hr*p and further- 
more that the limit is an Hr*p function which interpolates 1~ data on a quasi- 
uniform partition. It follows that Wr*p is complete in 1 . IW,.,p since x E Hr.P 
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and {.~(t~)}~?-~ E P imply that x E W ?*p. This can be seen by subtracting any 
WV-” function y which interpolates x on E from x and noting that the proof 
of Lemma 3.2 tells us that x - y E L”. We apply the open mapping theorem 
to get a constant K so that j x I WT,P 3 K/I x llwl,P . This completes the proof. 
An immediate corollary follows. 
COROLLARY 4.1. The norm I/ . IIWT,o is equivalent to 
I x I;,,, = 1 WJ~llp + II D’x Ilp . 
We now return to the proof of Theorem 4.4. Let x, E W*E and x, con- 
verge to x* E W*E, the convergence being in the W”+p norm topology and 
hence in I . II,,,, . Corollary 4.1 then implies that 
(td-Yx,> = bd~i>~ z W)>. (4.13) 
Thus fE is a homeomorphism and clearly (f&l takes Cauchy sequences into 
Cauchy sequences, obviously so does tE , and thus Theorem 4.4 is proved. 
If the proof of Theorem 3.1 of [3] is examined one sees that there is a 
continuous linear map L: h’.p + Hr.” so that L(y)lE =f, . We define a map, 
s;“, analogous to tE by
SE 
~~P,S>PoL (4.14) 
THEOREM 4.5. The map ~2” is a homeomorphism between hr*p and H;z. 
Proof. By [3], Theorem 6.3, we know that (s&l is continuous. To prove 
the forward continuity we note that sE is the composition of two continuous 
maps. For other results on homeomorphic images of spline sets we refer the 
reader to [4]. 
5. TAYLOR FIELDS 
As in Section 4 we assume here that E = {t,}~=-, , ti+l > ti , is quasi- 
uniform. Let p be a map from E into the set of integers {I,..., r}. Suppose 
for each ti E E we have defined numbers fo(ti),...,& ,-l(ti). We list the 
elements of E in order, repeated according to the muhiplicity function p, 
starting at t, . Thus we obtain the doubly infinite sequence 
where t, = 70 = 71 = T~(~,)-~ ( T,(Q . On this new sequence we define a 
real-valued function f by f(Tk) =Jj(ti), where Tk = ti and T&-j = ti but 
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7*-j-l = I+~ . We call x* a IV’,“-spline with knots of multiplicity p(ti) at 
ti interpolating f if 
,$$?D /JR 1 D’x I”: DI”x(ti) = (k!)J,(t,), i =: 0, *1, f2 ).... 
k = 0, l,..., p(tJ - 1 ; (5.2) 
is attained at x = X* . Since W’s” is complete in 1 . Iw7,” , it is easy to see 
that (5.2) has a solution. Similarly, we define an H’*p-spline with knots of 
multiplicity p(ri) at ti interpolatingf by replacing W’s” in (5.2) by HP-n. Set 
W T.9 _ *E,u - set of solutions to (5.2) as f varies over all functions from 
{T~}:=-~ into R. (5.3) 
The set H;& is defined analogously. Let y = {yi}FZPa be a sequence of real 
numbers. We definef, : {T~}:=-~ --f R byf,(TJ = yi . Subsets of all sequences 
y may be normed by 
(9 II Y lb = @, lf,(~i)l~)l’p. 
(5.4) 
r-1 
(4 II Y llhr.n = (C 
i=O 
lfy(Ti)lll + f lf,(Ti ,...I 7i+r)lp)1’J’, 
6=-m 
where the extended divided difference in (ii) is defined in the natural way 
(see e.g. [3]). The set of sequences for which (i) is finite is called ID and the 
set for which (ii) is finite is called hr,“. As before, we define the map t2.z 
which maps 1~ onto W$‘, by assigning to y E P the WY,“-spline with knots 
of multiplicity p(tJ at ti interpolating ,f, . Similarly we define ss,“, which 
maps h’-p onto H:$‘, by assigning to y E h r,n the H’,p-spline with knots of 
multiplicity p(tJ at ti interpolating f, . 
We now state two theorems without proof since the proofs are easy 
generalizations of proofs in the previous sections. (For the WT,n case take 
special note of Lemma 4.1 and Corollary 4.1.) 
THEOREM 5.1. The map tg,E is a homeomorphism between 1~ and WJ$, 
(both with the usual norm topology). Moreover, both tk,E and its inverse take 
Cauchy sequences into Cauchy sequences. 
THEOREM 5.2. The map ~2,; is a homeomorphism between hr,p and H:& . 
It is easy to see that both W$& and H2z,u are cones. In [3] Golomb proves 
that HQE,I* is closed and nowhere dense in HT,p. 
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THEOREM 5.3. Suppose E is quasiuniform. The cone W:& is closed and 
nowhere dense in W”*P. 
Proof. W$‘, is closed since the homeomorphism (tz,E)-l by Theorem 5.1 
takes Cauchy sequences into Cauchy sequences. The proof of the nowhere 
density is essentially the same as in [3], Theorem 6.1, and will be omitted. 
6. APPROXIMATION BY WT.P-~~~~~~~ 
In this section E will be any set of real numbers so that co(E) = R and 
1 E 1, the maximum spacing between elements of E, is bounded. In particular, 
this means that E contains a quasiuniform sequence and hence TE is well 
defined. Given any x E w’,p we want to measure 
II D’(x - TLWLn , j = 0, l,..., r, (6.1) 
in terms of / E / and 11 x llWr,n. We state the fundamental lemma. 
LEMMA 6.1. Suppose x E Wr.P and x lE = 0. Then there is a constant KT, 
depending only on r andp, so that 
II x llLD < K’ I E IT II Drx llLe . (6.2) 
Proof. Let x and E be as above. In a process similar to that of (3.12) we 
can find sequences {uj”}& , k = 0, l,..., r - 1, satisfying 
(i) D”x(Q) = 0, j = 0, fl, f2,...; k = 0, 1,. . ., r - 1, 
(ii) I E / < u,“,~ -ujk <3”+llEl, j = 0, *1, &2,...; 
(6.3) 
We write 
k == 0, 1,. . ., r - 1. 
x(t) = jf . . . j”-’ DTx(7J drr ... dT1 
[tl, M-l 
(6.4) 
and taking into account (3.15)-(3.18) we obtain 
11 x (&,n < 1 E IT ( ff ( 3”+;- 3 ))(x2+)1’” Ij D’x /IL’ (6.5) 
I;=0 
This is (6.2). Using this lemma we can now prove the following theorem. 
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THEOREM 6.1. There are constants K,“. depending orlly on r, p, and ,j so 
thatJar euery x t W’,” ar;dJ = 0, l...,, I 
1) D’(x - T:‘k)li,,, s Ki’ E ‘-~j !; D’.y Lo 
s: ’ K,’ I E ,-j ,y W“,” . (6.6) 
Proof. For .j =: 0, I,..., r - 1 we note, using Rolle’s theorem, that there 
is a quasiuniform sequence E, satisfying ~ E, < (,j -+-- 1) I E I and 
Dj(x - T2px)(t) = 0 for t E E, Since Dj(.u -- T2nx) E Wr-j,‘l for ,j - 
0, I,..., r - I, we may apply Lemma 6.1 with r replaced by r ~ ,j obtaining 
From representation (4.4) we observe that 
since metric projections are always bounded by twice the norm of their 
argument. Thus, setting K,’ =m 2K’-‘(j J- l)+j for ,j = 0, I,..., r - 1 and 
K,’ = 2, (6.7) and (6.8) yield the first half of (6.6) and the second half is 
clear. 
The derivation of L”-error bounds is even easier. 
LEMMA 6.2. Suppose x E W’,*’ and x ,t = 0. Then there is a constant 
K’, depending only on r and p, so that 
Proojl There are sequences {u,~~]~=~~ , k = 0, I ,..., r - 1, satisfying (6.3) 
for x. Furthermore, by representation (6.4) and Hijlders inequality we obtain 
I x(t)1 < (5 (t - W) (t - [tl,-dl”l ii,:, 1 DTx(~,)lp d7Tj1” 
t=o T 1 
< Kr 1 E jr-l/p Ij D”x IILS . (6.10) 
The last inequality in(6.10) is independent of t so that by taking the supremum 
of the end terms in (6.10) yields (6.9). 
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THEOREM 6.2. There are constants K,‘, depending on r, p, and j only, so 
that for every x E W’s” we have 
< Ki’ / E 17-+1’p IIx I&+,~,“, j = 0, I ,..., r - 1. 
(6.11) 
The course of the proof of Theorem (6.2) is essentially the same as that 
of Theorem (6.1) and can safely be omitted. We also obtain the following 
corollary. 
COROLLARY 6.1. There are constants K,‘, depending only on r, p, and j, 
so that for every x E Hr*p and j = 0, l,..., r - 1, 
Ij D’(x - S;Zk)llLm < Ki’ 1 E Ir-‘-l” 11 D’x IIL9 . (6.12) 
Let us now consider the Hilbert space (WT,2) case in greater detail. We 
assume that E = {ti}zt-m , ti+l > ti , is quasiuniform. From the characteriza- 
tion (2.2) of the WTs2-splines we find that for x E WTJ, Tg’x is piecewise 
polynomial of degree 2r - I and T;‘(x) E C2T-2(R). These are familiar 
properties of splines. If we were working on a finite interval Z we would 
conclude that the spline is in W 2r-1+2(Z). In this direction we have the fol- 
lowing lemma. 
LEMMA 6.3. Zf E is quasiun$orm and x E WTJ then T:2x E W2T--1J. 
Proqf We write 
T>‘-x = f x[t,.t,+# ( (6.13) 
i=-co 
T22x is in L2 so by using the quasiuniformity and the equivalence of norms 
on finite-dimensional spaces we obtain 
r.2 11 TE x II2 3 C ( 2 ‘5’ j Dix(ti+)j2)1’2, c > 0. (6.14) 
i=-cc +(I 
In particular {D2+lx(ti +)}F==_, E 12, and it follows that T22x G W2+ls2 since 
it possesses the required continuity conditions. We are now in a position to 
prove the second integral relation. 
LEMMA 6.4. Zf E is quasiun$orm then for all x E W2T,2 we have 
j, {D’(x - T;2x)}2 = jR (- l)‘(D”‘x)(x - T;2x). (6.15) 
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Pro@ The proof of this result follows the standard integration by 
parts argument. We calculate (E = {ri},“=PPL , tie1 ‘-, t,) 
= lim ! 
N-tm l j 
tN (-l)‘(Px)(x - T22x) 
fm N 
+ 1 2 (- l)j D’“j(x - Tk2x) 
I$$ )=O 
. DT-j-‘(x _ T~2~) it’ll 
f 
= (-1)’ jR (P”Y)(X - T>2x) 
T-2 
-t jii 2 (- 1)’ LF(.Y - T;%) 
I=0 
. Dr-j-l(X - T>2x) lpN . (6.16) 
In order to reach the last equality we have used the fact that x and T>2x 
are in C2P-2(R) and that (x - T22x)IE = 0. Since (x - T22x) E W2r-1,2, 
Corollary (3.4) implies {P(x - T22~)(ti)},“=_, E I2 for j = 0, l,..., 2r - 2. 
Thus the limit in the last term of (6.16) tends to zero as N ---f co. This yields 
(6.15) which is also known as the second integral relation. Once the second 
integral relation is proved, it is well known (see [7]) that better error estimates 
can be derived for smooth functions. 
THEOREM 6.3. Suppose E is quasiunijorm; then there are constants Mj’ 
and Nir, depending only on j and r, so that for all x E W2r,2 
(i) /I D3(x - T>2x)llLz < Mj’ / E / 2r-j // D2’x llL2 
< Ml’ I E l2v-i I/ x llw2r,2 , j=O ,..., r, 
(6.17) 
(ii) 11 D’(x - T>2x)11Lm < Nj’ 1 E j2r-j-1’2 /I D”x 11L2 
< Nj’ / E /2r--j-1/2 11 x jlw2r.2, j = 0, l,..., r - 1. 
Proof. We will just sketch the proof since the ideas are not new. Applying 
the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to the right side of (6.15) and then using 
estimate (6.7) with j = 0 yields 
II DT(x - T~“x>ll;z < II D2’x llLz K’ / E 1’ II D’(x - T;2x)llLz . (6.18) 
Dividing both sides by I] Dr(x - 7’~“x)ljLZ and again using (6.7) we get 
< MjT / E 12r-i /I D2*x 11 
L2 * 
(6.19) 
The second half of (6.17(i)) is clear and (6.17(ii)) follows in a similar manner. 
7. INTERPOLATION SPACE RESULTS 
Butzer and Berens [2] describe methods of obtaining intermediate Banach 
spaces given two Banach spaces X, and X2 . Using the K-method for gener- 
ating intermediate Banach spaces (X, , X,),,,(O<8<1,1 <q<coand/or 
0 < 0 < I, q = co) permits us to state [2, p. 1801. 
THEOREM 7.1. Let Xi , Yi , i = 1, 2, be Banach spaces and T be a linear 
mapping from Xl + X2 into Y, + Y, SO that T lxi : Xi + Yi , i = 1, 2. If 
11 T jxi j/ = Mi , i = I, 2, then 
(9 T: (Xl , x2h, - (Yl , Y&L, y 
(3 II T h = sup /I TX I/(Y~,Y,)~,~ <I M:-‘W’. 
l=l14X1,X&?v 
(7.1) 
We have developed error bounds for W’x”-spline approximation in both 
the L” and L” norms. In the last two sections we obtained bounds for Wrs2 
and W2’s2 functions. Theorem 7.1 will then yield more error bounds in 
intermediate spaces. We note that (Lp, L”)@,, is equal to Ln when l/q = 
(1 - 0)/p with equivalent norms, see [2] Theorem 3.3.6, and that 
w, n?,, = x. 
THEOREM 7.2. There are constants Cj depending only on 1 < p < q < co 
andj = 0, I,..., r - 1 so that,for every x E WTsn we have 
r II D3(x - Ti’1)1/,, < Cj I E I - j+hia-l/d /, x IJwr,. . (7.2) 
Proof. We set XI = X2 = WV-p, YI = Lp and Y, = La. Suppose 
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f’~ ( W7,ri)*, the continuous dual of W r-ii, with norm 1. The map Tie defined 
on W’.” by 
T&(x) (nyx” - T;“k”); .f’(.\‘) (7.3) 
is linear, continuous, and by (6.6) and (6. I 1) satisfies 
(7.4) 
for j = 0, I,..., Y - 1. Thus, T& fulfills the requirements of Theorem 7. I, 
and since 
(r -.j)(l - 0) + (Y -.j ~ l/p)0 r-z (r -,j) ~ il/p m= (r -,j) + (l/q - l/p) 
we obtain (7.2). 
The W’s2-spline operator T, ‘S2 is linear so that we may apply Theorem 7.1 
directly. The development here closely follows that of Varga [9]. It is known 
that (W*s2, W2*s2)8,4 = Bgsq, (T = (1 -I- 0)r. The spaces Bi*2 are called Besov 
spaces [I]. Furthermore, if CI is an integer and q = 2 then B,“,” = Was”. The 
maps x ++Dj(x - rs2x), j 7~ 0, I,..., r - 1, take WT*2 and Wzrx2 linearly 
into both L2 and L” with the bounds (6.6) (6.1 l), and (6.17). Theorem 7.1 
yields the following theorem. 
THEOREM 7.3. Ifx E B;34, u =m r(l + ti), and q = 2/(1 - 0) then 
I/ D’(x - T~2~)11Lp < Mj 1 E Y’ ‘-m1’R-1.‘21/ x liB;I.R, j = 0, l,..., r --.- I. c7 5) 
Finally, setting q = 2 and keeping the range space L2 we obtain the 
following theorem. 
THEOREM 7.4. If n is an integer between r and 2r and x E W11,2, then for 
j = 0, l,..., r we haue 
The proofs of both these theorems follow immediately from Theorem 7.1 
and the error bounds previously derived. 
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